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Internal stress in kinetically trapped actin bundle networks†
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By confocal microscopy combined with local cutting of single

bundles, we show that the actin binding protein filamin is already

sufficient to generate prestress in in vitro actin networks by cross-

linking and bundling actin filaments during network polymerization

forming a kinetically trapped network structure.
Introduction

One of the main characteristics of living organisms is the power to

adapt to as well as generate environmental changes. Cells are able to

exert forces not only on their environment but also exhibit internal

forces which correlate with the cellular elasticity1 resulting in an

extremely high adaptability of cell stiffness. So far it is assumed that in

cytoskeletal actin networks stabilizing internal prestress is generated

either actively by molecular motors like myosin or passively by

tension caused by the surrounding extracellular matrix1,2—both

suggesting internal stress to be a non-equilibrium effect. In vitro

experiments, where both physical and chemical parameters can be

controlled may turn out to be useful for a profound understanding of

the underlying physical principles that lead to prestressed networks of

semi-flexible polymers.3 In vitro reconstitutions of cytoskeletal actin

networks exhibiting internal stress by molecular motors have already

been established.4 However, in vitro actin networks lacking active

molecular motor activity have so far been expected to be sufficiently

thermally equilibrated to legitimate the applicability of theoretical

equilibrium models.3

Here, we show that surprisingly the cross-linking molecule filamin

alone is sufficient to generate prestress in in vitro actin networks. We

demonstrate that filamin creates bundled actin networks, which are

kinetically trapped and exhibit internal stresses.
Materials and methods

G-actin was obtained from rabbit skeletal muscle and prepared as

described before.5 Muscle filamin was isolated from chicken gizzard

and further purified as reported in ref. 6. Polymerization was initiated

in the presence of filamin by adding 1/10 volume of 10 � F-buffer (20

mM Tris, 20 mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2, 1 M KCl and 2 mM DTT,
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† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Video 1:
polymerization of actin (2.4 mM) in the presence of filamin (0.24 mM),
video 2: the image sequence corresponding to Fig. 2, video 3: confocal
images (z-projection of a 60 mm stack) of an actin network (2.4 mM)
bundled by filamin (0.48 mM) before and after local photobleaching
and Fig. S1: overlay of the two confocal images shown in video 3. See
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pH 7.5) and gently mixing for 10 s. Afterwards the sample was

immediately loaded into a flow chamber.

Confocal images were taken with a confocal Leica TCS SP5

microscope. Images shown here are projections of a confocal image

stack, in which images are equally distributed over a height of 30 mm

to 40 mm. To investigate the network polymerization actin was

labelled and stabilized with phalloidin-TRITC (Sigma). In the pho-

tobleaching experiments actin was labelled with either phalloidin-

TRITC or Alexa Fluor 555 (Invitrogen) without any effect on the

experimental outcome. In order to locally disintegrate the network

a distinct small sample volume was excited with the highest laser

intensity available. This excitation was maintained for a few seconds

for Alexa Fluor 555 labelled actin and for a few minutes for phal-

loidin-TRITC labelled—and thus stabilized—actin.
Results and discussion

Filamin is known to cross-link actin filaments at low molar ratios

whereas at high concentrations a bundle network is formed.7 In

contrast to other actin binding proteins (ABPs) which—like fascin—
Fig. 1 Confocal images (z-projection of a 40 mm stack) of a phalloidin-

TRITC labelled actin network (2.4 mM) bundled by filamin (0.24 mM):

images are taken about 8 (A), 10 (B), 13 (C) and 17 (D) min after poly-

merization was initiated. Closed arrows denote where branches are

formed (one from A to B, one from C to D). The network is deformed due

to internal forces resulting from the continuous polymerization of fila-

ments. Dashed arrows denote bundles with changing curvature (1 change

from A to C, 2 changes from B to D). Scale bars denote 10 mm.
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form straight, cross-linked actin bundles,8 actin–filamin bundles are

highly curved and form branches (Fig. 1).

In order to determine the origin of these branched structures the

polymerization of actin–filamin networks is investigated with

confocal microscopy: the polymerization process is observed to be

accompanied by a continuous, highly dynamic reorganization of

previously formed bundle structures. Strikingly, the formation of new

branches is detectable: bundles which come into close proximity by

thermal excitation or network deformations fuse—beginning at the

first point of encounter. Further merging of the bundles results in

a clear deformation of the surrounding network, which includes

drastic changes of the bundle curvatures and therefore leads to local

build-up of internal stress (Fig. 1 and ESI†).

These deformations give rise to further reorganization events in the

network as new connections between bundles are formed. Therefore,

the build-up of internal strain has an almost autocatalytic character:

localdeformationsprovide thebasis fornewbundlebranches,which in

turn give rise to further long range deformations inside the network.

The interaction range is set by the persistence length of the bundles,

which therefore determines not only the mechanical response of the

equilibrated bundle network but also its dynamic construction.

After �1 h the network formation is finished and a highly static

and stable structure emerges. Hardly any changes are observable

within days and no thermal excitations of the bundles are resolvable.

The speed of actin polymerization depends on the MgCl2 concen-

tration.9 In order to slow down the polymerization and the concomi-

tant reorganization process, an actin–filamin network is polymerized

in F-buffer without MgCl2. Under these conditions the formation of

the network takes about 6 h. Bundle deformations and spontaneous

network reorganizations are observed throughout the whole time

period. The final network structure is almost indistinguishable from

the respective control network in the presence of MgCl2. This

demonstrates that the filament polymerization is the critical step

leading to the observed deformations and branch formations. Slowing

down of the network polymerization by a factor of 9 does not result in

different network structures. In contrast, by changing the order of the

network formation, completely different network structures can be

reached: adding filamin to already polymerized actin by diffusive
Fig. 2 (A): Filamin is added to actin (2.4 mM), which has already been

polymerized in a flow chamber. Mixing of actin and filamin by diffusion

results in an extremely inhomogeneous structure mainly located in the

area where the actin solution has come into contact with the filamin

solution. Scale bar denotes 100 mm. (B): Filamin (0.3 mM) is added to

F-actin (3 mM) by manual mixing using a pipette. In contrast to the

homogeneous network formed if actin is polymerized in the presence of

filamin, a heterogeneous network with a high number of bundle clusters

emerges. The confocal image (z-projection of a 60 mm stack) shows

a characteristic cluster. Scale bar denotes 25 mm.
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mixing results in highly inhomogeneous networks mainly located in

the area where the actin solution has come into contact with filamin

(Fig. 2A). If filamin is added by manual mixing using a pipette, a high

number of bundle clusters can be observed, which are not present if

actin is polymerized in the presence of filamin (Fig. 2B). As the

resulting networks are stable for days, this history dependence of the

network structures provides additional evidence for the existence of

kinetically trapped network structures.

To directly demonstrate the existence of internal stresses in actin–

filamin bundle networks even in the static state, individual bundles are

locally disintegrated by photobleaching. Upon successfully cutting an

individual bundle a spontaneous and inhomogeneous reorganization

of the surrounding network is observed (Fig. 3 and ESI†). Further

network relaxation takes place during the following minute.

Similar effects are also observable at higher actin concentrations

(up to 4.8 mM), although the decreased mesh size inhibits a controlled

cutting of individual bundles (ESI†). Instead, destruction of a local

part of the network leads to a more global relaxation of the

surrounding network.

In summary, the network formation results in a kinetically trapped

network structure where internal stresses are present: the local

network structure, including the amount of internal stresses—and

thus the local conformational energy—depends on distinct connec-

tion events occurring during polymerization. To further explore the

energy landscape in order to find the total energy minimum, addi-

tional network reorganization would be needed—e.g. by unbinding

and rebinding events between distinct bundles. The dissociation

constant KD ¼ 0.46 mM and the off rate k�1 ¼ 0.6 s�1 of actin and

filamin10 are comparable in magnitude to other ABPs, e.g. fascin.11,12
Fig. 3 Confocal images (z-projection of a 30 mm stack) of an actin

network (0.95 mM) bundled by filamin (0.32 mM) before (A) and after (B)

cutting one bundle by photobleaching. (C) shows an overlay of A (blue)

and B (red). The arrow denotes the center of photobleaching. The

network relaxes due to internal forces upon cutting the central bundle.

Scale bars denote 50 mm.
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However, in actin–fascin bundle networks a single unbinding event of

a transient cross-linker suffices to allow local reorganizations.13 In

contrast, as actin–filamin bundles are highly branched and merged,

multiple unbinding events have to occur in a concerted way to

separate merged bundles and allow for further relaxation of actin–

filamin networks. Thus, the timescale at which the network can reach

full thermal equilibrium is not accessible. Furthermore, the branched

network structure seems to be responsible for the observed extreme

mechanical stability and strain hardening behavior. In turn, it is the

molecular structure of filamin which is responsible for the branching.

While until now most in vitro reconstituted cross-linked actin

networks were considered to be in thermal equilibrium, our results

show that this must not necessarily be the case. Prestressing such

networks may provide an important tool for cells to exert and

withstand the forces occurring in cell migration or cell division. As the

observed structures result in extremely well-repeatable mechanical

properties, they are trapped in a very well-defined metastable state.

This probably results from a highly balanced control of bundle

mechanics, microscopic bundle structure and the build-up of internal

stresses. Further studies have to address the mechanism of kinetically

trapped semi-flexible polymer network formation and their func-

tional role.
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